
Chapter 157:My Genes Evolve

Infinitely

FINAL RANKING

Lu Yuan's ranking has not stopped beating.

After two seconds, Lu Yuan ranked 189th in the eyes of everyone's astonishment.

This time the ranking is improved a bit less than before, because the difference in the combat power
of the students ranked in this area is not too big, and they are basically in the 50% to 80% range of

the leader level.

However, Lu Yuan's ranking continues to improve, which is enough to show that Lu Yuan has

already passed another level.

This is still not the end, Lu Yuan's ranking continues to beat.

The next moment came 173.

At this moment, the atmosphere in the hall was very quiet, and everyone looked at Lu Yuan's
ranking, a little dumbfounded.

It's not that Lu Yuan is ranked very high at the moment.

This ranking did not even reach the predictions of Si Ting Lei and Wang Cheng.

However, Lu Yuan's ranking increased too fast, and it was increased every two seconds, because
there was a certain delay from passing the level to the ranking change, which showed that basically
every time it was a spike.

Who can stand this?

The people present were not stupid, and could kill in seconds at this stage, indicating that Lu Yuan's
strength was stronger than they thought.

Lu Yuan's ranking continues to rise.

152 people.

133 people.
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…

91 people.

When Lu Yuan suddenly jumped to 91, everyone was in an uproar.

"Top 100! So fast!"

"The first hundred basically face the lord-level fighters. Before Lu Yuan faces the boss-level
fighters, all of them are spikes?! This strength is too exaggerated? It doesn't seem to be a

breakthrough to the second. The strength of the primary lord of the first order, even the
second-order intermediate lord, I am afraid it is difficult to achieve this, right?"

"If this is the case, wouldn't Lu Yuan's strength be able to enter the top 50?"

Everyone's voice was full of shock.

Looking at Lu Yuan's ranking at the moment, Wang Cheng's brows were already frowning, and
there was some pressure in his heart.

My family knew what was happening at home, even if he tested it, it was only at Lu Yuan's level.

"After entering the top 100, the opponent has become a lord level, and Lu Yuan's rank
improvement speed should slow down..."

Before Wang Cheng had finished speaking, his eyes widened and he was a little surprised.

Lu Yuan did slow down a bit, rising by one position from the original two seconds to the current

four seconds and rising by one second.

"A few seconds... Doesn't this mean that the Lu Yuan schoolboy can already show the fighting

power of the ruling level in the face of low-level lords?"

Si Ting Lei couldn't sit still a bit.

Lu Yuan's performance far exceeded his predictions.

After a few more seconds, Lu Yuan's ranking rose again, reaching 73rd.

"It's 73. This is the ranking guessed by Senior Si Ting Lei and Senior Wang Cheng. It seems that
with the current momentum of Lu Yuan's younger brother, 73 is not the end at all."

"Nonsense! In the previous level, the strength demonstrated by Lu Yuan's younger brother is at the
level of crushing. This is not the strength of the 73rd at all, okay?!"



"Everyone, guess, how many places can Lu Yuan's schoolboy make?"

"Fifty! I guess Lu Yuan's younger brother will definitely be ranked 50th or even forty!"

"I guess Lu Yuan's junior can make the top 40!"

"The first forty faces are already high-ranking lords of the same rank, right? This is a bit

exaggerated."

"Looking at it later, I have confidence in Lu Yuan's younger brother!"

Everyone's eyes flickered, looking at the ranking.

This time it took longer, and only after more than ten seconds did Lu Yuan's ranking continue to
rise.

Reached 63rd place.

The hall was quiet again, and everyone was staring at the battle list, waiting for Lu Yuan's next
performance to rise.

After more than twenty seconds, Lu Yuan's ranking rose again to 59th.

Si Ting Lei pupil contraction:

"59, this should already be a Tier 2 lord with a tempering degree of 40%. Even with this strength,
can it only stop Lu Yuan's younger brother for more than 20 seconds?"

At the moment, sweat appeared on Wang Cheng's forehead, his hands clenched tightly, and he
looked at Lu Yuan's name.

He felt a little bad in his heart.

What's so special, if you continue, Lu Yuan's younger brother will not exceed his rankings, right? !

Isn't it? ?

Soon, within a minute, Lu Yuan's ranking rose again.

56 people.

After a few seconds, Lu Yuan's ranking rose again to 52 in a shorter time than before.

After more than ten seconds, Lu Yuan's ranking jumped again, reaching 46th.



The speed of this jump is a bit too fast, everyone's eyes widened, a little puzzled.

"What's the matter, why is Lu Yuan's younger brother getting through the level faster than before?"

Wang Cheng frowned and his tone was a little uncertain: "Could it be that he used his hole cards?"

Hearing this, everyone was stunned and a little dazed.

"No... it's this point. Lu Yuan's younger brother actually used his hole cards?! That is to say, Lu
Yuan's younger brother didn't even use his hole cards before?"

"Lu Yuan's schoolboy has just entered the lord level.When facing a lord with a tempering degree of

30% or even 40%, he can kill without even using his hole cards?!"

Everyone has a numb scalp.

Why are you all students in the genius camp, you can be so good?

Soon, Lu Yuan's ranking jumped again, and this time he went straight to No. 35.

Seeing this scene, everyone's breathing was stagnant, and the atmosphere fell silent.

"It's in the top forty... This is the first time Lu Yuan's younger brother has tested his combat power!"

There was a hint of horror in someone's voice.

"I just don't know, Lu Yuan, can you make it into the top 30?"

The words spoke out everyone's doubts.

Wang Cheng felt that his heartbeat was a bit fast at the moment, and he was in 26th place. Although
he was not a goalkeeper in the top 30, he was not far behind.

If this continues, he feels that his ranking may be a bit dangerous.

...

At the same time, the virtual room.

The opponent that Lu Yuan faced at this moment was already a lord with a tempering degree of
80%.

If this lord is defeated, then facing the lord with 90% temperament, that can be regarded as the
pinnacle lord.



At this moment, the aura exuded by the lord of the kobold was extremely powerful, even Lu Yuan
couldn't help frowning at this moment, feeling a lot of pressure.

After all, his tempering degree is not high, in comparison, it is not even the first level to enter the
second level, because the other two lord-level genes have not been fully tempered.

His strength is strong, partly because his genetic weapons are too strong, and partly because his
physical skills are not weak. Heigangjin has increased his strength by four times, and his unloading
skills have been practiced so that he can unload 40% of his strength. degree.

With his current defensive ability, as long as it is not facing an elemental warrior who can't let go,
it is still very difficult for other types of warriors to cause damage to Lu Yuan.

Because of this, even if Lu Yuan faced a high-level lord, he could still deal with it.

"Wow!"

The kobold on the opposite side roared, his legs stepped on the ground, and his body disappeared in
place. In the eyes of weak genetic warriors and ordinary people, it seemed to have disappeared out
of thin air.

But for Lu Yuan, this speed can still keep up.

This is a kobold assault warrior holding a battle axe.

He clenched the huge black battle axe in both hands and slashed straight down to Lu Yuan's head.

The sharp axe light made Lu Yuan's skin sting a bit.

Lu Yuan's expression was condensed, Hei Gangjin and Bai Yu spirit were used at the same time,
holding the epee in both hands, lifting the sword across the gear, and taking a posture of relief.

Cang!

There was a sound of golden and iron symphony, and Lu Yuan felt a distance coming.

Even if part of his strength was removed, he couldn't help but stepped back again and again.

His eyes flickered, with a sharp look in his eyes.

Worthy of being the lord of 80% tempering degree, this power is too strong.

Even if he used the black steel strength and the white jade spirit body, he couldn't stand it.



If it hadn't been part of it, he might have been injured now.

After repelling Lu Yuan with a single blow, Lord Kobold rushed over again when he didn't breathe
for Lu Yuan.

At this moment, Lu Yuan's spiritual power surged, and a faint blue ray shot out from his hand and

hit the head of the lord of the kobold.

The flying star ray carried on the flying star crest is as powerful as a Tier 2 Intermediate Lord.
Although it is not too strong, it is still able to force the kobold warrior back.

Although it is not possible to use foreign objects such as various charms in the virtual room, the
combat skills on the genetic weapons blessed by itself can still be used.

After the Kobold Lord was repelled by a single blow, Lu Yuan's spiritual power poured into the
black and gold metal epee in his hand.

LS7 mechanical epee (80% of Tier 2): Lord-level weapons.

After the spiritual power penetrates, it can stimulate the mechanical load effect and increase the
destructive power by 50%.

The black gold gleamed with light blue electromagnetic light, making a sizzling noise, and Lu Yuan
could feel the powerful destructive power contained in it.

At the same time, Lu Yuan's spiritual power was rapidly consuming.

Because in the virtual room, the spirit crystals could not be used to restore spiritual power, Lu Yuan
planned to fight quickly.

When he stepped on the ground with his legs, a slight crack appeared on the snow-white ground,
and Lu Yuan took the initiative to rush towards the lord of the kobold.

Black steel strength, white jade spirit body, mechanical load.

A sharp light flashed in Lu Yuan's eyes, and the heavy sword cut down, leaving a beam of

electromagnetic light in the air.

The lord of the kobold roared and waved the huge battle axe unwillingly, and greeted him as well.

Head-to-head.

Cang!



The original strength of Lu Yuan coupled with the powerful force brought by the mechanical load
instantly repelled the lord of the kobold.

His body moved back again and again, his arms trembling slightly.

Lu Yuan grinned, his figure flickered, and his epee's combat skills were like ocean waves,
uninterrupted.

The figures of Lu Yuan and the lord of the kobold flickered on the endless white ground. Under the
collision, the symphony of gold and iron continued to sound, and the circular air waves formed by
the collision spread.

After using the mechanical load, Lu Yuan directly suppressed the lord of the kobolds. After
confronting hundreds of times, the battle axe in the hands of the lord of kobolds was knocked into
the air under one slash, his eyes widened, and his eyes with fighting wisdom A stunned look

appeared.

After the heavy sword in Lu Yuan's hand struck the tomahawk, it drew an arc, carrying a blue
electromagnetic light, and cut across the neck of the lord of the kobold.

laugh!

The kobold lord's body turned into white light and disappeared.

"Pass the 48th pass, do you rest for ten minutes?"

Lu Yuan took a breath and calmed down some heavy breathing. He thought for a while and smiled:

"I want to end the test."

With his current strength, if he uses the Touch of Nature, he can exchange injuries for injuries, and
before his spiritual power is exhausted, he should be able to kill the Peak Lord.

But it is not necessary.

Anyway, the credits for the 11th to 100th place are the same. Why are you doing this?

Almost it will do.

Upon hearing Lu Yuan's words, a mechanical voice sounded:

"Dip! Student Lu Yuan test is over!"



Afterwards, the white light enveloped Lu Yuan. When the white light dissipated, Lu Yuan found
that he was in the virtual room before, without even moving his position.

He was used to the simulation room before and walked out the door directly.

...

In the hall, more than a minute passed after Lu Yuan's ranking rose to 35th.

When everyone saw that Lu Yuan's ranking hadn't moved yet, their eyes flickered.

"Could it be that Lu Yuan's younger brother has reached the limit? Can't he continue to improve?"

Hearing this, everyone couldn't help but breathe a sigh of relief.

Lu Yuan's appearance is too abnormal.

Regardless of whether it is a new student or an old student, everyone here is under great pressure.

You know, Lu Yuan only reached the 35th place in just over a month after enrolling in school. This
made them all enrolled for a few years. Why are students who haven't been in the top 100 yet?

Lu Yuan's ranking ended here, and everyone felt a little comfort in their hearts.

This guy, as expected, is still a human being.

Especially Wang Cheng, his hands were soaked in cold sweat.

Seeing that Lu Yuan's ranking hadn't moved, he was greatly relieved, and he was a little bit
thankful.

He smiled and said:

"After all, Lu Yuan has just entered the school for a month, and he can be ranked 35th in the
combat power list. It is already very enchanting. If you want to be in the top 30, I am afraid it will

take a little time to polish."

Si Tinglei also smiled and sighed: "Lu Yuan's younger brother is already comparable to the natural
lord...no, I am afraid it is much better than the natural lord."

Many people nodded.

"Indeed, Lu Yuan schoolboy is indeed a monster that can kill the natural king."

"In the first test, I ranked 35th in the battle list, which is terrible."



"..."

When everyone was discussing, Lu Yuan's ranking flashed again and continued to rise.

In the end, it stopped at the 25th place.

The original 26-ranked Wangcheng was squeezed to 27.

The hall fell into a dead silence.

Everyone looked at Lu Yuan's ranking, dumbfounded.

For a while, the atmosphere was extremely quiet.

Si Ting Lei looked at Lu Yuan's ranking in amazement, and muttered to himself:

"How is this possible? How can it be so strong?"

Si Ting Lei's voice brought everyone back to their senses.

For a time, dozens of students in the hall were in an uproar at this moment.

"Student Lu Yuan actually made the top 30?!"

"In the first 30, the opponent should be the pinnacle lord, right?! Lu Yuan schoolboy just entered
the second tier, but he has the power of the second tier pinnacle?! It's unimaginable!"

"..."

At the moment, Wangcheng is full of question marks.

So he just let go of his mind, and Lu Yuan's ranking finally went up? !

And still on him? ?

What's so special, he dropped one place directly? !

Wangcheng people are a bit silly.

Especially when he remembered what he had said before, he felt very embarrassed and his face was
a little red.

Si Ting Lei looked at Lu Yuan's ranking, his eyes flashed, with a glowing color in his eyes.



You know, Lu Yuan was originally an ordinary person! Not to mention the burning of lord-level
genes in Tier 2, the combat power is even more terrifying.

Such a talent, don't talk about becoming a saint in the future, is it not too much to become a war
emperor?

If you can get the friendship of Lu Yuan, UU reading www.uukanshu. Even if com is the throne of

the Red Maple Empire, he can fight for it.

But when he thought that Lu Yuan and his third brother were in the same dormitory, Si Tinglei's
mouth twitched suddenly, very upset.

Why is your third brother so lucky?

...

Lu Yuan left the virtual room and was about to go downstairs. On the stairs, he happened to bump
into Yang Ping and walked down the stairs.

After seeing Lu Yuan, Yang Ping's eyes lit up and he smiled excitedly:

"Brother Yuan, Brother Yuan?! How? I defeated the boss of the same rank with 100% tempering

degree! I passed the 20th level! Isn't it pretty fierce? It's a pity that the first-level boss of the 21st
level is too fierce. , I can't do it. I feel like I can make the top 500 this time. Oh, right, what about
you, Brother Yuan? How many levels have you passed?"

Lu Yuan smiled: "It's not much, just barely passed the 48th level."

Yang Ping: "?"
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